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1

Introduction

This report is a part of the SafeHCI (see URL in references) project. The model described
is the Conflict Detection Operator Choice Model, from Lindsay et al, 2003. The SafeHCI
method is designed for modelling operators’ cognitive processes and actions, and for
evaluating the overall resulting performance on user-supplied scenarios.

1.1 Aims
The aim of this project was to investigate the feasibility of using Micro Saint (and later,
Micro Saint Sharp) to perform the appropriate tests and calculations on an example OCM
(Lindsay et al, 2003). More specifically, the following objectives were set:
•
•

To see if the OCM could be implemented in Micro Saint
To investigate what support Micro Saint provides for the OCM

Information on Micro Saint Sharp can be found on the website of Micro Analysis and
Design, www.maad.com.
The rest is section describes Micro Saint, what it can do and uses a case study to illustrate
its use. Section 2 describes the Operator Choice Model case study on which Micro Saint
was investigated. Section 3 gives and overview of how long it took me to learn Micro
Satin, as well as describes the difference between Micro Saint and Micro Saint Sharp.
Section 4 shows how the case study Operator Choice Model could be implemented in
Micro Saint Sharp. Section 5 illustrates other features of Micro Saint by describing ways
to extend and modify the case study implementation. Conclusions are discussed in
Section 6.

1.2 Outline of Micro Saint
I received two different versions of Micro Saint: the first was the older version, Micro
Saint 4.0; the next was the updated, rewritten software, Micro Saint Sharp 1.0. In this
overview, I will speak broadly about both programs and their general capabilities, and
refer to them generically as ‘Micro Saint’. Note, however, that I switched over from
Micro Saint 4.0 to completely use Micro Saint Sharp 1.0, so any specific discussions of
operating details refer to Micro Saint Sharp.
Micro Saint is a discrete-event network simulation tool. It is a program designed to allow
users to construct models and complex networks of tasks, run these networks and record
data from them. Models of processes can provide information that may be too expensive
or impractical to test in the real world.
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Figure 1.1: The Micro Saint Sharp interface

Constructing a Micro Saint model essentially involves laying out a set of tasks and
connecting them in appropriate ways. Networks are built from the links between the tasks
and the conditions which direct items down one path of the task or another. Figure 1.1
illustrates the layout of the Micro Saint Sharp interface.
Micro Saint can be used for a variety of tasks; it can model manufacturing processes (e.g.
assembly lines), logical processes, service systems, bureaucratic procedures, cognitive
models and many other similar activities – anything which can be translated into a series
of discrete tasks can be modeled.
The purpose of Micro Saint is to allow users to construct models and put them through
various runs, under different parameters if desired. Users can get statistical data from
Micro Saint, and can use models to predict outcomes or to test hypotheses. Overall,
Micro Saint is a robust and very flexible framework, designed to allow users to develop
models of any complexity, run them and use the data in whatever ways they need.
According to information from the designers of Micro Saint, Micro Analysis and Design
(MA&D), there are approximately 500 Micro Saint customers worldwide. Most
(approximately 75%) are from the defense industry, mostly the United States of America
Department of Defense and its contractors. Around 15% are universities; the rest are
commercial in nature or from non-defense government agencies.
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1.3 Case Study – Wetterland et al
Designs such as the Conflict Detection OCM (discussed in Section 2) are exactly the kind
of thing that Micro Saint was meant to implement. There are many examples of models
that have been implemented in Micro Saint that have provided insights and valuable data
to researchers (for examples, see Laughery et al, 2000; Liao & Moray, 1993; See &
Vidulich, 1998; Walters et al, 2000).
A good example of researchers using Micro Saint can be found in Wetteland et al, 2000.
This report describes how the U.S. Navy used Micro Saint to model the impact of human
interactions in the running of a new class of Navy destroyer, DD21. A comprehensive
model of the operations required from DD21 was built, and customized according to the
specific requirements of several different scenarios that the destroyer could be expected
to be engaged in. The objective was to test the time taken to complete mission objectives
and the mental workloads suffered by individual operators, given two different models:
one involving a three-operator team, another a four-operator team.
This was used as an alternative to actually using people in tests to get results. Rather than
requiring test participants to work with full-scale prototypes, the researchers decided to
model the scenarios and the actions of the operators. Using Micro Saint, researchers
could run a 2-hour, 48-minute simulation over 30 times, and get information from all the
different runs. This is more economically feasible than using test participants to get the
data.
The use of simulation in Micro Saint revealed many interesting things about the
interaction of controllers on the DD21. For example, it was revealed that certain crew-run
procedures in the operating of the destroyer were used so often, and so repetitively that it
was concluded these procedures should be replaced with automated processes. This is the
kind of insight that the rapid evaluation of models can provide, if the models themselves
are designed and implemented successfully. In addition, the analysis of workload results
found that three-operator teams experienced high workload and were constantly busy,
while four-operator teams experienced low workloads and were under-worked (for more
information on this case, see Wetteland et al, 2000).
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2

Description of Conflict Detection OCM

The task that we will be modeling is a simplistic air traffic control system, where the
controller is required to monitor an en-route sector, scanning for aircraft pairs which they
believe will violate a specified separation distance. In this example, we will use the
separation minimum of five nautical miles.
The Conflict Detection Operator Choice Model for the air traffic control system is a
greatly simplified version of the basic one presented in Neal et al, 2003. The OCM is a
very simple one and does not have the full power of the SafeHCI method; but it has
sufficiently man interesting features to be a good test of how well Micro Saint will
support the SafeHCI method. See Figure 2.1 for the design of the OCM.
attend

Defer

probi

nonprobi

Scanning
Figure 2.1: OCM for Conflict Detection

The operator’s task is to scan the ATC display looking for problems to attend to. In this
case, a ‘problem’ is a pair of aircraft that are ‘in conflict’ – that is, will come within 5
nautical miles of one another at some time in the future. The operator classifies pairs as
being a problem (in conflict) or a non-problem (not in conflict).
This OCM can again be expressed as a series of CSP processes (see Hoare, 1985):
S = scan
S [] ([]i:I (scan attendi Ci))
Ci = (deferi S) [] (probi S [] nonprobi S)
Where I is defined as the set of all pairs of aircraft. In this OCM, the operator can return
to scanning once a classification has been made, but they will not be able attend to a pair
once it has been classified.
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2.1 Modelling the Conflict Detection OCM
Variables in the model:
DOMS = Distance of Minimum Separation. The smallest amount of distance that will be
between a pair of aircraft. This value is pre-set for each pair in a scenario.
TOMS = Time of Minimum Separation. The time at which the pair of aircraft will be
closest. This value is pre-set for each pair in a scenario.
TTMS = Time until Minimum Separation. The amount of time until TOMS is reached.
The SafeHCI model requires probabilities and durations be given for each transition in
the OCM.
Modeling Assumptions:
• Probability of pair scanning varies inversely with their current distance apart.
• Deferral likelihood drops as aircraft approach TOMS.
• Likelihood of operator classifying a pair as non-conflict varies with DOM
Probability Formulae:
Prob(scan
scan) = c/(c+sumWeights) where c is a constant noise measure
c = .01
Prob(scan
attendi) = Wi/(c+sumWeights)
Where If ttms <= 60 and pair has not passed TOMS or been classified
Wi = 1/distancei for distances >1 and Wi = 1 where distancei <1
Wi = 0 otherwise
Prob(attendi deferi) = K = 1/3600 * ttms^2 if ttms < 60 (1 otherwise)
Prob(attendi probi) = L * (1 - K)
L = (10 – DOMS) /10 if DOMS < 10 (0 otherwise)
Prob(attendi nonprobi) = (1 - L) * (1 - K)
Prob( X scan) = 1 for X = deferi, probi, nonprobi
Duration(X scan) = 5 seconds
Duration(X attend) = 0 seconds
Duration (X prob) = 0 seconds
Duration (X nonprob) = 0 seconds
(The above states that the only activity which takes any amount of time is scanning; all
other activities are assumed to take no time to run)
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3

Getting started

The first aim of the project was to see if the OCM, as detailed in Section 2, could be
implemented in the Micro Saint program. Described below is how I began to implement
the OCM first in Micro Saint, and later in Micro Saint Sharp, giving an overview of how
I got started and how long it took to learn both programs.

3.1 Implementing the OCM in Micro Saint 4.0
The Micro Saint 4.0 package comes with a tutorial booklet, which contains all the
necessary information to allow even a beginner at software engineering to understand the
program. In addition, the program manual is comprehensive and detailed, and the Micro
Saint interface is intuitive and simple. It took approximately one week of practice for me
to have a sufficient enough understanding of Micro Saint 4.0 to implement the OCM. It
should be noted, however, that I have a background in software engineering; users that
have less experience in programming may find Micro Saint harder to use.
Micro Saint 4.0 is designed specifically for implementing models like the OCM; I found
it simple and effective to implement, running into minimal problems. The OCM model
worked perfectly well as a Micro Saint implementation.
It should be noted, however, that since the release of Micro Saint Sharp 1.0, Micro Saint
4.0 is now somewhat redundant. Micro Saint Sharp has the same essential functionality,
but also provides many more features and functions. So, while it is feasible to implement
the OCM model in Micro Saint 4.0, it would be better to use the far superior Micro Saint
Sharp 1.0. The implementation in Micro Saint is therefore not discussed in any detail.

3.2 Implementing the OCM in Micro Saint Sharp 1.0
Several weeks after receiving Micro Saint, we received a copy of Micro Saint Sharp from
MA&D as part of an upgrade package. Micro Saint Sharp 1.0 (MS Sharp) provides much
of the same functionality as Micro Saint, but the overall package is improved
considerably – the whole program has been rewritten in the C# programming language,
allowing for greater flexibility in model design, while many additional functions and
features have been added. On the whole, MS Sharp represents a significant improvement
upon the functionality and power of the original Micro Saint.
It took approximately three days to fully learn MS Sharp, but this primarily involved
getting used to the new interface and extra features that were provided – most of the
functionality is similar to Micro Saint. Experience with the original Micro Saint
undoubtedly made MS Sharp easier to understand. Also, it should again be noted that
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those without a background in software engineering may take longer to develop an
understanding of MS Sharp (a brief study of the C# language would also be useful).
I began work on implementing the proof of concept OCM in MS Sharp as soon as
possible. I found the tool to be even more effective than the original Micro Saint, as it
allowed me several different possible ways of implementing certain features of the OCM,
given the extra flexibility that it provides. The model was implemented successfully (see
Figure 4.1 for the network).
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4

Implementing the OCM

The OCM model was successfully implemented in MS Sharp. The following section
describes, in detail, the nature of the implementation, detailing the structure of the model
and how it runs.

4.1 Overview

Figure 4.1: The OCM as implemented in Micro Saint Sharp

Figure 4.1 illustrates the task network of the model that was implemented. Each roundedcorner box in this image is a discrete task, or just a task, the basic building block of the
MS Sharp environment. Each of these tasks has a name and a number; the name is given
by the developer (tasks, by default, have no names), while the number represents and
identification value. This value is automatically assigned according to the order in which
tasks are created, although they can be altered by the developer.
The border of the ‘Start Model’ task is bold, indicating that this is the first task to run, or
is set as the start object. This task will be run before any others. There can be only one
start object; this must be set by the developer.
The paths or connections that link the tasks provide a means for objects to flow through
the task network to the next task. Notice that paths are all one-way, with arrows at the
end of them. Paths leave a task from the right side of the box and enter a task from the
left side. The items which travel down paths are called entities, and they are described in
Section 4.2.
The square boxes on the left corner of the Pair Selection and Scan tasks represent queues;
the ‘F’ inside the queue means that this queue is set to ‘First in, first out’. Queues are
discussed in detail in Section 4.5. The diamond shape at the far left end of every task
represent is where paths leaving that task emerge from. If a task actually has paths
leaving it, the diamond will have a letter in it, representing the kind of path decision type
that is made for that task – ‘M’ represents ‘Multiple’ (the default), ‘T’ represents
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‘Tactical’ and ‘P’ represents ‘Probabilistic’. Descriptions of various path settings are
available in Sections 4.4 and 4.5.

4.2 Representing pairs of aircraft as entities and global variables
In MS Sharp, an entity is an object that is passed through the network from task to task,
following the different pathways and interacting with each task as it goes along. There is
no limit to the number of entities allowed in a Micro Saint model, but they must be
individually created and passed by the starting task. Each entity has its own set of entity
attributes, which are variables for each entity. The most important attribute is Entity.Tag
(note: Entity attributes are all written as extensions to Entity, e.g. Entity.Tag), which is
the unique identifier – the ‘tag’ – for each individual entity. Another attribute is
Entity.Duration, which is the length of time the entity spends in a particular task (this
value is re-calculated each time the entity goes through a new task).
New entity attributes can be created as necessary. For example, if the user is using the
Animator feature (see Section 4.12) and wishes to have a particular image associated with
a particular entity, they might create a new entity attribute called Entity.ObjID, which
records the ID number of the image in the Animator.
For the OCM implementation, each entity is assumed to represent a pair of aircraft that
may be in conflict. Pairs of aircraft will be referred to as aircraft pairs or conflict pairs.
When implementing the attributes of conflict pairs, e.g. DOMS, TOMS (see Section 2.1),
and so forth, I chose to apply them as arrays of global variables rather than Entity
attributes. This is because I use a recurring Scenario Event (see Section 4.3) to update the
positions of the aircraft, and I have yet to find an efficient way to have a Scenario Event
manipulate the value of Entity attributes. If an alternative method of updating the aircraft
were used, then it would be preferable to implement pair attributes as attributes of
entities, as entities are supposed to represent the conflict pairs.
Because they are global variables, the number of conflict pairs, as well as their attributes,
is fixed for any given scenario. The aircraft pairs are declared in the first task in the
network, ‘Start model’, in a particular block of code. This code is displayed and
described in Section 4.4. The scenario for this version of the implementation involves
three pairs of aircraft, all immediately visible to the operator. Pair 1 has TOMS = 78 and
DOMS = 0; pair 2 has TOMS = 64 and DOMS = 2; pair 3 has TOMS = 108 and DOMS
= 4.

4.3

Using a Scenario Event to update aircraft data

ARC Centre for Complex Systems
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A Scenario Event is a set of code that is triggered at a specified time during the running
of the model. Events can also be set to be recurring at specific time intervals, e.g. every
ten seconds. Scenario Events are particular useful for updating variables as time changes,
as I use them in this implementation.

Figure 4.2: Scenario Event which updates aircraft information (complete code shown)

Figure 4.2 details the scenario event which updates the information for the aircraft pairs.
As noted in Section 4.2, I have found it difficult to implement the program in such a way
as to update entity attributes; it is far easier to update global variables. Note that the start
time box is set to 4.99, meaning that this event will first occur after 4.99 units of time has
passed. The repeating box is checked, which tells the scenario event to repeat itself again.
Finally, the repeating interval has been set to 5, which tells the event to repeat itself
every 5 units of time. Because this event must keep occurring after the model has begun,
the stop box is not checked.
The event can, of course, be changed to suit different versions of the model. If the
process of calculating the weights for aircraft pairs must be changed, this is the place to
change it. Furthermore, users may decide that re-calculating the value for every pair of
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aircraft at 5 second intervals is insufficient, and may wish to change the time to occur
more frequently.
In essence, the use of this scenario event abstracts the details of the world away. How the
planes update themselves is not apparent on the surface of the model – it is kept behindthe-scenes, using functions and variables. It is possible to alter the model in such a way as
to make the ‘world’ view (as opposed to the ‘operator’ view) more apparent and a greater
part of the model itself. For more information, see Section 5.4.

Figure 4.3: Scenario event which stops the model

Another Scenario Event is used to end the running of the model. This scenario event is
called Stop, and is shown in Figure 4.3. It is set to occur after 200 units of time have
passed – the commands simply inform the model to end (Model.Halt(), on line 1). This
event can be altered or even removed, as necessary.

4.4

The ‘Start model’ task and initializing the OCM

In order to create all the entities in MS Sharp, I implemented a commonly-used construct
called a ‘spinner task’ (described in the manual). This involves a loop in the beginning of
the system. The first task, Start Model, creates an entity and then splits into two pathways
– one that goes to Scan, the other going back to Start model (see Figure 4.4).

Figure 4.4: A ‘spinner’ task; loops back on itself to generate new entities
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To go any further, we need a general explanation of the inner workings of a task in MS
Sharp. Each task has a number of different sections for specific purposes – a timing
section, a section that describes which pathways entities will take, a section that details
queues and even a section devoted to altering the appearance of the task. However, the
most important section is labeled ‘Main’.

Figure 4.5: Main section of ‘Start model’ task

Figure 4.5 illustrates the layout of the main section from the Start Model task. The
Release Condition contains an expression that determines whether or not the task can
execute. Code in the Beginning Effect occurs when the task begins; it is the appropriate
place to initiate variables. Code in the Ending Effect occurs after the task has run for the
appropriate length of time. Code in the Launch Effect is activated after that in the
beginning effect, and after Entity.Duration (an entity attribute, which is equal to the
duration of time the entity will spend in the task) is calculated, but before the time is run.
Launch effect is intended to be used for the animator function (see Section 3.2.5 for
details). This is the layout for tasks in MS Sharp.
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Figure 4.6: Paths section of ‘Start model’ task

The Start Model task is configured so that entities will go down multiple pathways (see
Figure 4.6, where the Decision Type tab is set to ‘Multiple’). For this setting, the entity
will go down every pathway which returns a true value. As long as there are more pairs
of aircraft to come, the entity will be split and a copy of it will be sent back to Start
Model. Note that any code can be inserted into the section for each pathway, as long as it
returns a true/false value, or a numeric value (in the event of number, anything greater
than 0 is equivalent to ‘true’, while 0 or less is equivalent to ‘false’). Given the code in
Figure 4.6, it can be seen that entities will not go down the pathway back to Start Model
if the tag is equal to or greater than the pre-set number of aircraft pairs (a global variable
called NumberOfPlanes) – once all the necessary pairs have been produced, the cycle will
cease.
When the entity is split, two separate entities are created with an identical Entity.Tag
value. In order to create different entities, the tag value is incremented. New values are
also set for the global variables corresponding to that Entity value. As can partially be
seen in the Figure 4.5, the values for each of the global arrays are initialized in the ‘Start
Model’ task.
The complete code for the Ending Effect for ‘Start model’ is as follows:
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

if (Entity.Tag == 1)
{
Weight[Entity.Tag] = 0;
TTMS[Entity.Tag] = 100;
TOMS[Entity.Tag] = 78;
DOMS[Entity.Tag] = 0;
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7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:

PairDistance[Entity.Tag] = 10000;
Classified[Entity.Tag] = 0;
PassedTOMS[Entity.Tag] = 0;
}
if (Entity.Tag == 2)
{
Weight[Entity.Tag] = 0;
TTMS[Entity.Tag] = 100;
TOMS[Entity.Tag] = 64;
DOMS[Entity.Tag] = 2;
PairDistance[Entity.Tag] = 10000;
Classified[Entity.Tag] = 0;
PassedTOMS[Entity.Tag] = 0;
}
if (Entity.Tag == 3)
{
Weight[Entity.Tag] = 0;
TTMS[Entity.Tag] = 100;
TOMS[Entity.Tag] = 108;
DOMS[Entity.Tag] = 4;
PairDistance[Entity.Tag] = 10000;
Classified[Entity.Tag] = 0;
PassedTOMS[Entity.Tag] = 0;
}

This pre-sets all the necessary values. This code appears a bit messy, but is probably one
of the better ways to pre-set the values as required, without too much unnecessary rerunning of the model over the same code. Note that the weight value for each aircraft pair
is pre-set to 0, the TTMS attribute is pre-set to 100 and the PairDistance attribute – the
distance the two aircraft are apart – is pre-set to 10000. All of these values are
meaningless; they will change the moment the Scenario Event updates the aircraft
attributes. This is done for code efficiency: the variables will not begin with null values,
nor will they begin with values which may give false information and cause the program
to prematurely end (i.e. weight value not falsely set too high, PairDistance not falsely set
to value of 0).
Note: If the number of conflict pairs is to be changed, then the initial values of certain
variables must also be changed correspondingly. Some global arrays must be changed to
initialize with the number of dimensions equal to the number of conflict pairs plus one
(because the arrays start at 0, but for the sake of consistency, I have implemented the
global variables to refer to the appropriate number given to the conflict pair). These
global arrays are: Classified, DOMS, PairDistance, PassedTOMS, TOMS, TTMS and
Weight. Furthermore, some global arrays need to account for the option that the operator
will defer selecting a pair, and thus need an extra value at the end of the array. The
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NextEntityToAttend array must be initialized with a number of dimensions equal to the
number of conflict pairs plus two. Furthermore, the variable NumberOfNullEntity, which
represents the choice by the operator to defer, must be initialized to a value equal to the
number of conflict pairs plus one.

4.5

Discussion of ‘Pair Selection’ task

The operator looks at his screen and sees it full of aircraft pairs that are potentially in
conflict with one another; he can either choose to attend to a particular pair and examine
if they are in conflict, or he can defer attending to any particular pair and instead continue
to watch the entire screen. This choice is represented in the OCM model by a
probabilistic function, which is controlled by the Pair Selection task.

Figure 4.7: Main section for Pair Selection

Figure 4.7 shows the Main section of the Pair Selection task.
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The probability of attending to a particular pair of aircraft depends on the distance that
pair of aircraft is apart from one another; aircraft closer together are more likely to be
attended to. The probability that the operator will defer attending to any aircraft at all
depends on the number of aircraft pairs and their distance values. This probabilistic
decision is one of the most important elements in the OCM, and must be implemented
effectively in the Micro Saint model. The implementation for this probabilistic decision is
tied up in the Pair Selection task, which calls the function SetPairPriority.
Pair Selection has a queue. A queue is an option for every task that prevents new entities
reaching a task from going into the task right away. Entities will go into the queue before
they reach the task, and will run into whatever barriers the user has placed.

Figure 4.8: Queue section of Pair Selection

The ‘Queue’ tab of the ‘Pair Selection’ task is illustrated in Figure 4.8. The Queue Type
bar in Figure 4.8 is set to ‘FIFO’. This is short for “First In, First Out” – setting this sorts
the entities in the queue such that the next Entity to be selected for entry into the task will
be the one that has been in the queue the longest. There are other options for the queue
type, including ‘None’ (no sorting on the queue at all), ‘LIFO’ (last in, first out) and
‘Sorted’, where the Entity to be selected next will depend on whatever sorting method the
user encodes in the Queue Priority section. In this case, however, the FIFO setting is all
that is necessary, as the actual queue ordering is irrelevant.
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The other parts of the queue section are the Queue Entering Effect – code here executes
once an Entity enters the queue – and the Queue Departing Effect – which executes once
an Entity leaves the queue. Any C# code required can be entered here. The code for the
Queue Entering Effect, as seen in Figure 4.8, is:
1:

Scan2QueueCounter++;

Scan2QueueCounter is a global variable that is initialized with a value of 0; the code in
the Queue Entering Effect will increment the value of Scan2QueueCounter by 1 every
time an entity enters the queue.
In the case of the Pair Selection task, the queue serves to prevent entities from running
through the Pair Selection task until all the entities still in the model are waiting. This
way, the entities will be released to run through the ‘Pair Selection’ task in an all-ornothing fashion.
As can be seen in Figure 4.7, the Release Condition for the ‘Pair Selection’ task is as
follows:
1:

return ((Scan2QueueCounter ==
(PairSelectionQueueControl == 1));

(CurrentNumberOfPlanes))

&&

As stated in Section 4.4, the Release Condition describes the conditions that must be met
in order for entities to be released from an active queue. The code above states that only
when the variable Scan2QueueCounter is equal to the variable CurrentNumberOfPlanes
(which keeps track of the number of entities still in the model) and when the variable
PairSelectionQueueControl is equal to 1, will entities be released from the queue. Given
the Queue Entering Effect code, it should be clear that the gradually-incrementing
Scan2QueueCounter will be equal to the number of entities in the model only when every
entity has entered the ‘Pair Selection’ queue. Furthermore, the use of the
PairSelectionQueueControl variable allows only one entity to pass through Pair Selection
at a time.
Once every entity still in the model has been entered, then, the release condition will
allow each entity will pass through ‘Pair Selection’ one at a time, in the same order that
they entered the queue (due to the FIFO setting).
The Beginning Effect for ‘Pair Selection’ contains the following code:
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

PairSelectionQueueControl--;
if (Scan2EntityIncrement == 0)
{
SetPairPriority();
}
Scan2EntityIncrement++;
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Line one sets the value of PairSelectionQueueControl to 0, so that it will not allow
another entity to pass through the system at this time (because the release condition will
no longer return a true value). The if-statement in line 1 calls the function SetPairPriority
if the Scan2EntityIncrement variable is equal to 0. Scan2EntityIncrement is initialized at
a value of 0, so this will always be true for the first entity to pass through the ‘Pair
Selection’ task. Furthermore, the Scan2EntityIncrement value is incremented on line 5 in
the above code, which means that for subsequent entities passing through ‘Pair
Selection’, the conditions of the if-statement in line 1 will not be met. This means that the
function SetPairPriority will only be called once every round of the model. The details of
the SetPairPriority function are discussed in Section 4.6.
The Ending Effect for ‘Pair Selection’ contains the following code:
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

if (Scan2EntityIncrement == (CurrentNumberOfPlanes))
{
Scan2QueueCounter = 0;
Scan2EntityIncrement = 0;
}
PairSelectionQueueControl++;

Once the variable Scan2EntityIncrement has been increased to a number equal to the
number of entities in the model (the variable CurrentNumberOfPlanes), the if-statement
on line 1 will be run. This sets the variables Scan2QueueCounter and
Scan2EntityIncrement to values of 0 (on lines 3 and 4 respectively), so that once all the
entities have passed through the ‘Pair Selection’ task, the queue will be ready for the next
round of the model, when the entities eventually return to ‘Pair Selection’. Finally, on
line 6, the PairSelectionQueueControl is incremented by 1, meaning the release condition
is once again fulfilled and the next entity can pass through the task (assuming that the
other major release condition concerning the value of Scan2QueueCounter returns a true
value).
Note: It is necessary to have all the entities constantly cycling through the system due to
the limited flexibility of queues. A previous implementation of this model only cycled the
selected entities through the system and left the other entities sitting in the queue, but this
caused too many problems. Having the entities flow constantly through the model is
convoluted, but works well.
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Figure 4.9: Paths section for Pair Selection task

Figure 4.9 illustrates the Paths section for the Pair Selection task. There are two paths by
which an entity can leave Pair Selection; if a conflict pair has passed their distance of
minimum separation, then the variable PassedDOMS will be set to 1 (see Section 4.3
above). If this is the case, the conflict pair should be passed out of the system, as they are
beyond classification.
The Decision Type tab is set to Tactical. This means that each entity will consider all
possible paths, and ultimately choose the path which returns the highest numeric value.
The code for Pair Selection (8) -> Scan (2) – which regulates entities going from Pair
Selection to the Scan task – is as follows:
1:

return 1;

It will always have a numeric value of 1. The code for Pair Selection (8) -> Scan (2) is:
1:

return (PassedTOMS[Entity.Tag] * 10);

This will return one of two values: if PassedDOMS is set to 0, it will return 0; if
PassedDOMS is set to 1, it will return 10. This means that, if the conflict pair has passed
the distance of minimum separation, it will definitely go down this path and head to the
PassedDOMS task (see Section 4.10); otherwise, it will go on to the Scan task.
Therefore, entities whose distance apart has passed the DOMS value will be sent to a
different task, and exited from the system. Note that these entities with a PassedDOMS
value of 1 are not included in the probabilistic calculations described in Section 4.6.
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4.6

Discussion of the SetPairPriority function

As stated in the beginning of Section 4.5, the OCM describes the operator’s choice of
which pair of aircraft to attend to in a probabilistic function, where the probability of
attending to any particular pair depends on the attributes of that pair. The SetPairPriority
function contains all the functionality required to probabilistically select which pair of
aircraft, if any, is attended to.
Functions in MS Sharp are specified in a distinct section of the MS Sharp window
structure. Functions consist of three sections that need to be filled in – their ‘Parameters’,
‘Return Information’ and ‘Properties’, each which can be described by different tabs on
the Function window.

Figure 4.10: Function SetPairPriority, Properties tab

Figure 4.10 shows the Properties section of the SetPairPriority function. The Code
section in the Properties section is the meat of the function, containing the code that is
run when the function is called (it should be noted that the SetPairPriority function has no
parameters and does not return any data; there is no information in either of the Return
Information or Parameters sections, so they are not discussed).
The code for the SetPairPriority function can partly be seen in the screen shot in Figure
4.10. In essence, the SetPairPriority function performs the entire probabilistic
calculations itself, independent of the actual number of aircraft pairs and without
receiving any data as a parameter. Whichever pair of aircraft is chosen, the corresponding
value in the global variable array NextEntityToAttend is set to 1, while all the other
values in that array are left at 0. For example, if, out of three pairs of aircraft, pair number
2 were selected for attending to for this round, then NextEntityToAttend[1],
NextEntityToAttend[3] and NextEntityToAttend[4] (representing the operator’s choice to
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defer) would all equal 0, while NextEntityToAttend[1] would equal 1. Note that the last
value in this array represents the choice of the operator to not attend to any aircraft pair
for this round; this point in the array is set to 1 if the probabilistic function determines
that the operator has chosen to defer, while all other array values are set to 0.
The algorithm used is somewhat clumsy, and doubtless a more effective method could be
devised. However, the code above is a successful implementation of the probabilistic
selection function described in the OCM (see Section 2).
Note: If the probabilistic function decides the operator will defer making a choice this
round, a global variable called NeedToIncrementClock will be set to equal 1. This
becomes important in the Scan task – see Section 4.7.

4.7

Discussion of Scan task

The Scan task is essentially a filter. In practical terms of the OCM implementation, the
model has already chosen which pair of aircraft (if any) to attend to. The scan task runs
the individual entities through one by one, sending them back to wait in the queue at the
Pair Selection task. The selected entity is sent on to the Attend task. If the operator is
deferring for this round, no entities are sent to the Attend task.

Figure 4.11: Queue section of Scan task
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Figure 4.11 illustrates the Queue. This is identical to the one from Pair Selection, only the
variable Scan2QueueCounter is used.

Figure 4.12: Main section of Scan task

Figure 4.12 shows the Main section of the Scan task. As can be seen, the code of the
release condition for the Scan queue is the same for the release condition code for Pair
Selection, although with different variables. The code is:
1:

return ((Scan2QueueCounter ==
(PairSelectionQueueControl == 1));

(CurrentNumberOfPlanes))

&&

The rules for letting entities through into the Scan task, then, are the same as those for
Pair Selection: every entity has to be present in the Queue, and once they are, they will be
passed through the task one at a time.
Indeed, nothing much of interest occurs in the Main section of the Scan task; it simply
controls the flow of entities through it. It is the Paths section where the core of the Scan
task lies.
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Figure 4.13: Paths section of Scan task

Figure 4.13 shows the Paths tab for the Scan task. There are two possible ways an entity
can leave from the Scan task: one goes back to Pair Selection, the other on to Attend.
Note, firstly, that the Decision Type tab is set to Tactical. This means that each entity will
consider all possible paths, and ultimately choose the path which returns the highest
numeric value.
The code for the Scan (2) -> Attend (3) path is as follows:
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

if ((NextEntityToAttend[Entity.Tag] == 1))
{
return 10;
}
else
{
return 0;
}

The if-statement on line 1 is clear in nature; if the entity that is being passed through the
Scan task is the entity that is to be attended to (that is, if the NextEntityToAttend value
for that entity has been set to 1; see Section 4.6 for details) then the value for the path to
go to Attend will be 10. Otherwise, it will be 0.
The code for the other path, Scan (2) -> Pair Selection (8), is simply:
1:

return 1;
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This creates a simple dynamic: if the entity passing through Scan is has been selected for
attendance, then the value for the path to the Attend task is equal to 10 and the value for
returning to Pair Selection is equal to 1. The entity will choose the path with the highest
value, in accordance with the Tactical decision, and will therefore go onward to Attend.
If the entity passing through Scan has not been selected, then the value for the path to the
Attend task is equal to 0 and the value for returning to Pair Selection is equal to 1. The
entity will go back to Pair Selection.
The final point worth noting about the Scan task is the Timing tab.

Figure 4.14: Timing section of ‘Scan’ task

Figure 4.14 shows the Timing section of the Scan task. ‘Scan’ is the only task that takes
up any length of time in this network. There are numerous options for variation on the
time that each task will take – the mean time can be set, as well as a standard deviation
and an appropriate distribution for the time (e.g. normal, exponential, gamma). However,
for the OCM, only this task takes any time, and it has a set time value of 5 seconds.
While the timing feature in MS Sharp is very flexible and open, it is not used much by
this particular OCM design.
The Scan task is set to a Normal Distribution, with a Mean time that is computed with the
following code:
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

int ReturnTime = 0;
if ((NeedToIncrementClock == 1) || (NextEntityToAttend[Entity.Tag] == 1))
{
ReturnTime = 5;
NeedToIncrementClock = 0;
}
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7:

return ReturnTime;

This code is set for a specific reason. Every time an entity passes through a task, the
Timing functions of that task are activated. This implementation of the OCM relies on a
constant flow of the entities through the model; yet the Scan task should only ideally take
up the 5 seconds of time specified in the OCM (see Section 2) once per round. This, the
code outlined above does just that.
A variable is created on line 1 called ReturnTime and initialized at a value of 0. The ifstatement on line 2 will run if the global variable NeedToIncrementClock is equal to 1
(only in case the operator chooses to defer – see Section 4.6) or the NextEntityToAttend
array value corresponding to the entity currently in the task has been selected to attend to.
So, if the operator has deferred or the current entity is the selected one, then the value of
ReturnTime will be set to 5. If not, it will remain at 0. Note that line 5 sets
NeedToIncrementClock back to 0, so that this decision will not have to be made again.
Line 7 returns ReturnTime, which is either equal to 5 or 0, depending on the outcome of
the if-statement.
This block of code is designed to only make the Scan task take up 5 seconds of time once
per round. While the design is slightly convoluted, it does the job, and ensures that the
MS Sharp implementation closely matches the OCM.

4.8

The Attend task

The Attend task is simple in its design. It has no queues and takes no time.
The Main section of the Attend task is illustrated in Figure 4.15. The only notable code is
in the Ending Effect:
1:
2:

SetK(Entity.Tag);
SetL(Entity.Tag);

Two functions are called: SetK on line 1, and SetL on line 2. Both are given the Tag
value of the current entity as parameters.
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Figure 4.15: Main section of Attend task

Figure 4.16: SetK Function
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Figure 4.17: SetL Function

Figure 4.16 illustrates the body of function SetK; Figure 4.17 illustrates the body of SetL.
In both of these cases, the functions set the values of global variables K and L according
to the mathematical calculations specified in the OCM (see Section 2).
K and L form the basis of the calculations used to determine whether the operator, when
attending to a conflict pair, decides whether to classify that pair as in conflict, classify
that pair as not in conflict, or to defer making a decision about that pair at all. The way
they are used can be easily seen in the Paths section of the Attend task.
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Figure 4.18: Paths section of Attend task

Figure 4.18 shows the Paths section of the Attend task, and illustrates the way in which
the variables K and L, both updated in the Ending Effect of Attend, are used to determine
which task the entity is going to next. Note that the Decision Type for the Attend task is
Probabilistic; all three of the possible paths return a value, and a probabilistic decision on
which path to take will be made by those values. This forms the basis of the decision as
to whether the operator classifies the aircraft pair or not, and how he classifies that pair.

4.9

The Classification tasks

Two separate tasks are used for classification: Classify As Problem and Classify As NonProblem. Both of these tasks are very similar.
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Figure 4.19: Main section of Classify As Problem task
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Figure 4.20: Main section of Classify As Non-Problem task

Figure 4.19 shows the Main section of the Classify As Problem task; Figure 4.20 shows
the Main section of the Classify As Non-Problem task.
The important code for both of these tasks is in the Ending Effect. The code from the
Ending Effect of the Classify As Non-Problem task will be used to illustrate what
happens at this point in the model:
1:
2:

Classified[Entity.Tag] = 1;
CurrentNumberOfPlanes--;

In both of these tasks, the global array Classified value corresponding to the current
entity is set to 1, indicating that this pair of aircraft has been classified (this comes into
effect during the probabilistic decision process discussed in Section 4.6). In line 2, the
variable recording the current number of aircraft pairs is decremented by one, indicating
that one conflict pair has left the model.
The first two lines of code for the Classify As Problem task are the same, except that the
Classified value is set to 2 rather than 1. These different values reflect the different ways
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that the aircraft pairs are classified. This does not make a different to the current way the
model runs, but may be a useful feature with future versions of the model.
Note that, from either of these tasks, entities have nowhere else to go. In both cases, once
a conflict pair is classified, it is no longer of any interest to the operator, and therefore
leaves the system.

4.10 PassedDOMS

Figure 4.20: Main section for PassedDOMS task

Figure 4.20 illustrates the Main section of the PassedDOMS task. PassedDOMS provides
a place for entities to go if they have passed the distance of minimum separation (see
Section 2) without being classified. In this case, they are beyond hope of classification
and should be removed from the system. Accordingly, all the PassedDOMS task does is
reduce the number of conflict pairs currently in the system and let whatever entity
reaches it to leave.
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4.11 Recording two indicators; using Snapshots
Referring again to Figure 4.17 (in Section 4.9), it can be seen that there is some extra
code in the Ending Effect of the Classify As Problem task. The complete code from this
section looks like this:
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

Classified[Entity.Tag] = 2;
CurrentNumberOfPlanes--;
if (DOMS[Entity.Tag] > 5)
{
Counter_ConflictFalseAlarms++;
}
else if ((DOMS[Entity.Tag] <= 5) && (PairDistance[Entity.Tag] > 5))
{
Counter_ConflictCorrectlyIdentified++;
}

Lines 1 and 2 have already been discussed in Section 4.9. The remaining lines form the
basis of two indicators that have been programmed into the model.
These two indicators are values which are to be recorded from the running of the model.
The data in these indicators would be used after several runs have been made with this
model and used as experimental results. In this case, the two indicators are:
Counter_ConflictFalseAlarms: This variable keeps track of the number of times the
operator incorrectly classifies a conflict pair as in conflict when, in fact, they would never
have passed within the conflict distance of 5 NM from each other (see OCM, Section 2,
for details). The number of such ‘false alarms’ should be recorded.
Counter_ConflictCorrectlyIdentified: This variable keeps track of the number of times
the operator correctly classifies a conflict pair to be in conflict when, in fact, they would
have passed within the conflict distance of 5 NM from each other (see OCM, Section 2,
for details), and when the operator performs this classification before the pair passes
within 5 NM of one another. The number of correct identifications such as these should
be recorded.
As can be seen from the code block above, both of these variables are incremented by
one when certain conditions are fulfilled. This kind of information can be recorded after
the running of the model using a MS Sharp device called a Snapshot.
Snapshots are used to record the values of certain variables at certain times, during the
running of a model. A specific condition is established to trigger the snapshot, and the
values of the specified variables are recorded, and can be exported from MS Sharp after
the model has completed its run.
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Figure 4.21: Properties section of Indicators snapshot

The snapshot screen for the Indicators snapshot is shown in Figure 4.21. The Trigger
Type tab is set to EndOfRun, which means that the snapshot will be triggered at the end
of the model running. Other possible settings of Trigger Type include BeginTask and
EndTask, which would trigger the snapshot at the beginning of a task or the end of a task
respectively (the exact task would have to be specified, by number in the Trigger ID tab).
There are many different ways of triggering a snapshot, but for this particular model, the
EndOfRun setting is sufficient. No other tabs – such as Trigger Time or Repeating – need
be filled out for this snapshot, either.

Figure 4.22: Expressions section of Indicators snapshot

Figure 4.22 shows the Expressions tab of the snapshot. In this section, users manually
insert the expressions that would go into the snapshot. These expressions are usually
limited to the names of global variables – in this case, both Counter_ConflictFalseAlarms
and Counter_ConflictCorrectlyIdentified are used.
What these settings mean is that, at the end of the run, the values of these two variables
will be put into a .Result format and may be exported by the user at the end of the model
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run, to be looked at later outside of MS Sharp. In order for the snapshot to be exported,
the model must be configured to save snapshot data in the Execution Settings.

Figure 4.23: Execution Settings

Figure 4.23 shows the execution settings. Notice that the small box labeled Enable
Snapshots has been checked. If this is not checked, no snapshot data will be saved.

Figure 4.24: Export results

After the model has been run, users can go to the File menu and select the Export Results
option. The screen in Figure 4.24 appears, directing the users to select which files should
be exported and to what location. Notice that one of the files is ‘Indicators.result’; this is
the snapshot file.
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Figure 4.25: Indicators in Microsoft Excel

After, the snapshot file can be opened in a program such as Microsoft Excel, as it is in
Figure 4.25. This shows the outcome of this particular snapshot file, with the final value
of the two specific variables indicated. For Figure 4.25, it can be seen that 3 entities were
correctly identified, and there were 0 false alarms (see Section 4.4 for a recap on what
entities were in the system).
These two indicators were very easy to implement; other indicators might require a
slightly more creative use of the snapshot functionality. However, it should be noted from
this example that is it not hard to draw information out of MS Sharp models, as long as
the user knows what information they want out of it.

4.12 The Animator function and its use for this model
The Animator is a feature of MS Sharp that allows you to construct and animate twodimensional images. There are a variety of options available for use in the Animator. You
can:
– Import in a background image
– Import in images to manipulate, from any location and in many different formats
– Place images onto the Animator and resize them as necessary, either manually or
using code
– Set which images appears on top of others, and which appears below, so that
images are layered properly
– Program images to move across the screen, using a coordinate system
– Set the specific time it takes for images to move between two points, e.g. to make
the time taken equal to the length of time for the task in the MS model, so as to
keep everything moving consistently
– Set waypoints for images to move between
– Add text comments, which can double-up as “watches” that display the values of
variables
– Add charts, to plot variable changes over time
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Each image in the Animator is given a unique ID by the system and can be moved around
by accessing it. If the image ID is set as being equal to an ID value on individual entities,
then the animated image can be used as a sort of “avatar” for entities in the system.
Otherwise, Animator images can represent anything that moves in the model, depending
on what exactly is being modeled. The coordinate system of the Animator can also easily
be used to track objects across a two-dimensional space (e.g. a radar system), as long as
consistent coordinates are used.
The Animator is simple to use in the context of MS Sharp. Each object task has a special
section where Animator commands should be placed, the launch effect section (see
section 4.4). The duration of an image’s movement can be specified; this is usually set as
being equal to the duration of the task time. A number of Animator-specific functions are
available, such as removing, inserting and resizing images; changing the colour attributes
of images; making images move to specific coordinates or making them follow a path
from one waypoint to another; and so forth. A complete list of these is available in the
manual.
The Animator is primarily provided in order to allow models to be displayed to those not
familiar with the network version of the model. Real-world processes can be animated
and illustrated, and may prove easier to observe and understand than just watching the
abstract flow of the network. This makes the Animator a powerful tool for presenting
models.
However, the use of the animator function for a model as simple as the OCM is
questionable. The key point here is what exactly needs to be animated. Do you want to
animate aircraft moving across a radar screen? How necessary is this to the model? Or do
you want to animate an operator who jumps between attending and scanning? How
would this better illustrate the functionality of the model? When using the animator, it is
important to work out exactly what needs to be animated and how this improves the
visualization of the model. In the case of the OCM, the animator does not seem
necessary; only one Entity passes beyond the ‘Scan’ task at a time, and it is effective
enough to watch this occur in the network.

4.13 Some general problems I had with Micro Saint Sharp:
•

•

What does Entity.Type denote? There is no description of its possible values and
effects. This is true of a lot of the variables and parameters inside MS Sharp - a
more complete set of documentation on Entity Attributes and other software
features is necessary.
When a task is looped back on itself, it doesn’t seem to loop back to its own
queue (if it has one). If a series of Entities are backed up in the queue, and the task
loops back into itself, an Entity looping will bypass the queue and go back to the
task, preventing the release of the queue. This can only be solved by not looping
tasks back to themselves – rather, create an extra task that does nothing, send
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•

•

•

entities there and loop this task back to the original. It is partly for this reason that
the entities were designed to flow continuously through the model and through the
Scan task, rather than loop back to Pair Selection.
Editing the attributes for entities seems impossible to do outside of doing it within
specific tasks. How do you make a function call edit the values of the Entity? The
only way seems to be to make the function use the Entity as a parameter and
return an Entity variable back, and replace the old Entity with this new one. But
this doesn’t help if the Entity has been split in two, via a multiple decision box,
and you wish to modify the values of both.
o It might be suggested that updating the information for aircraft pairs could
be done from the ‘Scan’ task, with a function that took in that particular
Entity as a parameter. This can be done, but the OCM specifies that the
weight value of any particular pair (and thus the chance of attending to it
and subsequently classifying it) depends wholly on the weight values of
every other pair – or, more specifically, the total weight values of all the
pairs. In order to get full accuracy on the probability calculations, every
pair must be updated and their weights added to the total.
MS Sharp doesn’t allow for overloading of functions (i.e. functions with the same
names but different parameters). This isn’t a huge deal for the implementation of
complex models, but it is a practical limitation of the programming capabilities of
MS Sharp.
MS Sharp models are not intrinsically extensible, in that one model cannot inherit
another model and extend it. The only way this could be implemented would be to
make a copy of a parent model and add extra features as necessary. There is no
built-in way to extend models. Again, this is not a major obstruction to modeling,
but it is a limitation.

4.14 Final note
Perhaps the single most frustrating thing about the MS Sharp manual is that it is very
self-conscious about being for “beginners only” and non-technical people. This is all well
and good, but there are few descriptions in it about trying to develop more advanced
features. For example, instead of ‘integer’, ‘double’ and so on, you can set the type of
variable to ‘Arbitrary’. The manual describes the Arbitrary setting in the following way:
“Arbitrary variables are variables that are of types not included in this list. Only advanced
modelers should use this type of variable.”
Presumably, this means you can customize your own types of variables if you want.
However, nowhere in the manual does it give you any guide as to how to use this type of
variable. MS Sharp appears to have some powerful features for users to apply, but the
manual doesn’t really tell you how to use them, and none are really featured in any of the
example models they give. It would be useful if there was a better specification of MS
Sharp functionality available. Note: This is possibly because MS Sharp is a relatively
new tool and it yet to be fully documented.
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5

Extensibility of Micro Saint Sharp models

Given the current OCM design in MS Sharp, how extensible is the model? How can an
end user change the model to suit the particular needs of his brand of the OCM? All of
this greatly depends on the specific ways in which the user wishes to extend the MS
Sharp model. Specific kinds of extension are described below.

5.1

Adding additional tasks and connections to the network:

Any user is completely free to add whatever additional tasks and connections to the
network as necessary, as long as every addition to the network is filled in properly and is
consistent with the current design. For example, suppose the user wished to add several
more tasks to the end of the current OCM model as in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Adding more tasks to the OCM implementation

As long as each new connection is fully developed, the model is perfectly extensible in
this way. New variables can be added, new functions designed and new conditions set.
As long as the new tasks and connections do not cause problems with the old network,
there is no problem in extending the task network itself (design fundamentals are an
important consideration when adding extra tasks – see section 5.5 for a note on this).

5.2

Changing methods of calculating probability values:

This kind of modification involves changing the specific values of the probabilities in the
system. For example, in the OCM, if the operator was currently attending to a pair of
aircraft, the probability of deferring classification of that pair until later is deemed to be
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K, which is a function involving how far apart the aircraft are. What if K was changed to
be a function of a constant value instead?
The way to achieve this kind of extensibility for the model is through maintaining high
levels of data encapsulation when implementing the OCM.
To use the example above, the OCM currently sets the value of K using the function SetK
(see Section 4.8). A user has the option, here, of altering the content of this function so
that the value of K is calculated in a different manner. As long as the user is willing to
leave the variable K to represent this probability, this just involves changing the
description of the function.
There are many more complex changes a user may want to make, however; it may
include abolishing the use of K and L as variables altogether and bringing in a completely
different system for working out the necessary probabilities (perhaps, for example, using
the weights of all the pairs to help work out the probability values).
Naturally, the more changes the user wishes to make to the original, the more they must
be prepared to alter the details of the OCM implementation. However, the overall effect
on the OCM itself can be minimized if the functionality is more encapsulated. The
functions which calibrate the probabilities are encapsulated from the model as much as
possible, in order to simplify further extension.
To use the above example, rather than having a pair of functions SetK() and SetL() that
are called, perhaps a more general function – e.g. GetClassificationProbs() – could be set,
that is called by the ‘Attend’ task and returns the probabilities in an array. This function
could call SetK() and SetL() in the original design, and if users have an alternative
method of calibration, could be rewritten such that GetClassificationProbs() calculates
the values in whatever way fits best.
This example illustrates how a further emphasis on encapsulation – a class-oriented
design, if you will – can help make the OCM implementation more extensible and open
to modification.

5.3

Expanding individual tasks into sub-networks

If a user develops a more finely-tuned model of a particular task, or wishes to simulate
the lower levels of activity for a particular task, they may wish to modify that particular
task in the OCM in order to express the newly-modeled data. For example, if it was
decided that the ‘Attend’ task could be broken down into three steps – examine data for
one aircraft; examine data on other aircraft; compare both to one another to check if there
is a conflict – then a set of sub-tasks may be in order to illustrate these new steps. This
kind of extension requires more modification of the original OCM implementation than
those outlined.
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Given that each step is represented by a task, this kind of extension would entail deleting
the current task and replacing it with a series of other tasks.
There is a particular MS Sharp structure called a network. A network is essential a subnetwork in the overall model network – it takes in input and output streams, like a task,
but contained within it is a set of tasks. The network structure therefore allows users to
develop whatever sets of sub-networks they see as necessary.

Figure 5.2: Modified OCM with sub-network for ‘Attend’

Figure 5.3: Details of sub-network for ‘Attend’

The network object can be used to implement the kind of extension we are referring to
here. In order to further develop tasks, a user could remove the older task and replace it
with a network, which they could populate with whatever they saw was necessary. See
Figure 5.2 for an example of a network modified in this way. A possible sub-network for
a modification of ‘Attend’ would look like Figure 5.3.
Of course, this involves deleting the original task, along with the code inside it. This is
acceptable, but it means that any code in the task that was necessary for the continuation
of the model – variable flags that need to be released, values that need to be incremented,
and so on – must be accounted for somewhere in the new network. As long as such
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requirements are fulfilled, populating the OCM with sub-networks is acceptable. (Note
that it is also acceptable to have sub-networks within sub-networks. Indeed, there is
potentially no limit to the number of networks-within-networks.)
To allow for a far greater level of encapsulation and modification in this area, it is
possible to fully replace every task in the OCM with a sub-network (see Figure 5.4). In
each of these sub-networks, the appropriate tasks could be filled in. For the simplest
version of the network as described in sections 2 and 3, each sub-network would only
have a single task in it. But implementing the OCM in this way would allow for any extra
tasks to be described, if additional levels of detail are added to the OCM.

Figure 5.4: Network consisting entirely of sub-networks

The problem with this is that it completely abstracts all details away – users watching the
model cannot see the network tasks operating, e.g. cannot see the length of the queues or
time spent on individual tasks, but can only see the entities passing between subnetworks. This is purely a visual problem, however, and is merely inconvenient. If a
serious re-design of the OCM is a likely probability, building a network from a series of
sub-networks may offer the kind of extensibility that is necessary.

5.4

Modifying the ‘world’ component of the model

The OCM is defined in such a way that the ‘world’ is mostly abstracted away to a few
details. In this case, the world is represented as various pairs of aircraft, all potentially in
conflict.
For the implementation of the OCM, the details of the world are mostly kept out of sight.
Section 4.3 describes how a recurring Scenario Event updates the positions of the planes.
As discussed in section 4.2, the use of this method requires that there be global variables
set to represent plane values rather than Entity attributes.
There are alternative ways of implementing the world component of the OCM, which
might make it more visible or more conceptually rational.
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5.4.1 Implementing with tasks
An alternative way to update the positions of the aircraft would be to construct a set of
tasks in MS Sharp which update values as they progress through them. Figure 5.5
illustrates how this may look. In this design, the entities will split into two after being
created by ‘Start model’ and be sent to both ‘Scan’ and ‘Update planes’.

Figure 5.5: Extended OCM model

When entities are divided into two, they both share the same tag but become different
entities. Thus, if Entity attributes are updated in ‘Update aircraft’, these changes will not
carry over to the entities circulating in ‘Scan’. So global variables will still need to be
used to keep Entity variables. The primary use of this kind of modification to the world
component would be to make it easier to visualize the running of the world; this kind of
extension allows users to see the pairs of aircraft actively updated as the cycle runs. In
addition, if users wished to use the Animator feature of MS Sharp (see section 3.2.5), this
would be preferable – calling the Animator with Scenario Events is possible but not a
recommended procedure. If use of the Animator is desired, this extension is better than
the Scenario Event method currently used. Beyond that, this kind of extension is
unnecessary, creating redundant entities and tasks.

5.4.2 Implementing as Entity attributes
From a conceptual perspective, it is most logical to have the attributes of aircraft pairs
actually implemented as entity attributes rather than as global variables, given that
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entities are supposed to represent pairs of aircraft. This is difficult to implement in the
OCM.
The principle difficulty that needs to be overcome is that a task can only modify and
manipulate entities that are currently in that task. The task can call functions and send the
entity as a parameter, can receive entities as return values and can change every entity
attribute value as necessary, but cannot do the same for entities outside of the task. For
the OCM, this means that only one entity could be updated at a time; that is, a task could
only update the position of a single pair of aircraft and not others. This is a problem,
because when the OCM is calculating the probability of, say, the operator choosing to
attend to a particular pair of aircraft, the chances of attending to that aircraft depend not
only on the attributes of that pair of aircraft but those of every other – the probability
calculation needs both the weight of the pair and the sum of weights, the total weight of
all the pairs (see Section 2.1). Thus, for fully accurate probability estimates, all the pairs
need be updated in synchrony with one another. Using entity attributes makes this
difficult.
Suppose a user implemented only the important attributes in the design – for example,
each entity had only DOMS, TOMS and other vital attributes, and calculated TTMS and
weight values on-the-fly rather than recording these values in attributes. Even in this
case, there is a serious difficulty – to get the sum of weights, the weight value for each
pair must be calculated. In this case, the on-the-fly calculation would need all the vital
attributes from each pair. Again, it is difficult to get these values from Entity attributes.
If all of the entity attributes could be updated together at the appropriate times, then it
would be perfectly acceptable to use them to store the attributes of aircraft pairs. But, as
mentioned in Section 4.2, it is difficult to update entity attributes with either Functions or
Scenario Events. Until this difficulty is overcome – either the OCM could be changed so
that it doesn’t rely on updating of all variables, or a method of getting all necessary data
from within a Function call – it is more convenient to use global variables to represent the
aircraft pair attributes, even if it is less conceptually rational.

5.5

A note on consistency of design principles

No matter what specific extensions a user wishes to make on the model in MS Sharp, one
of the fundamental points they must bear in mind is that they must not develop any
extensions or modifications which go against the fundamental nature of the
implementation.
This point is best illustrated by example. In the current implementation of the OCM, each
entity represents a pair of aircraft that are potentially in conflict. While each entity is still
inside the model system, it is still actively being pursued as a potential problem. Once a
pair of aircraft has been classified, or has already passed DOMS, it is no longer worthy of
consideration and will be sent to a terminus node, where it will exit the system.
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This is one of the fundamental principles of the current implementation, and any
modifications must take this into account. One cannot calculate the probabilities of
classifying pairs of aircraft as a problem if their classifications assume that each entity
represents an individual aircraft. A user also cannot add a sub-network to replace the
‘Attend’ task and then build the sub-network under the assumption that pairs of aircraft
that are classified or passed DOMS will continue to be circulated in the system, and will
eventually end up back in the ‘Attend’ task.
This point should seem intuitively obvious, but it is very important. End users who wish
to make modifications must know and understand the fundamentals of how the OCM is
implemented. If they wish to make extensions, they must do so in a way that is
compatible with the nature of the implementation. If they wish to change the design
fundamentals – e.g. make entities represent individual aircraft rather than pre-set pairs –
it involves a lot of reworking of the model, if not a complete re-design from scratch.
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6 Conclusions
MS Sharp is specifically designed to be able to implement models like the OCM and to
collect data from them based on a series of runs. Once the user has a sufficient
understanding of the MS Sharp program which does not take too long to get (see Section
3), implementation of the OCM – in any variation – should not prove too difficult,
involving the normal amount of debugging that comes with any kind of software
engineering. Indicators in the program can be easily withdrawn from runs, and can
provide useful data about the model (see Section 4).
The MS Sharp package is flexible and open to modification. There are a number of ways
that users may wish to modify the current OCM, from adding more tasks to modifying
the underlying assumptions of the model itself. Micro Saint allows users to do all of this;
as long as it can be conceived of in terms of the MS Sharp framework, any modification
can be supported (see section 5). There are certain limitations to MS Sharp, however,
some of them which make it difficult to implement the model in the most desired way
(see section 5.4). However, these limitations can usually be worked around, so they are
usually inconveniences rather than severe problems.
Overall, MS Sharp is a flexible and very usable program, highly suitable for constructing
models. The ease of use of the program, the room for modification, and the robustness of
the framework all lead me to recommend the use of Micro Saint Sharp.
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